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California Society of the Sons of the American Revolution – the Eagle Chapter Continues from the October meeting
through to November , which was successful and
challenging!
CHRONICAL VOLUME 1 NUMBER-11
October – November 2018
Some Websites NSSAR–www.sar.org;
CASSAR – www.californiasar.org;
www. Americanrevolution.org
Eagle Chapter – www.sareagle.org; This SAR Eagle Chapter
website contains information about the American Revolution
and community events held to honor those patriots and events
associated with the American Revolution.
DAR –www.dar.org- web site

A Chronicle for the Eagle SAR Chapter of the CA. State Society
of the Sons of the American Revolution –
-

A Nation without an idea of HistorRy is like a person without a memory. A victim of amnesia
who has lost the remembrance of things past and is incapable of acting in the present or of
planning for the future
One Nation Under God.
Do something meaningful for your liberity and freedom- VOTE!!
Our next meeting will T be held at the Pala Mesa Resort, 2001 old Highway 395, FALLBROOK,Cali
1st Saturday of November–
Randy Greer – will prsent “Marines of the American Revolution;”
We look forward to HEARING AND SEEING from him.
The October 6th SAR Meeting at Denny’s Restaurant celebrated (Primus inter pare : Festivity
and Celebration) over whelming for Past President Jerry Sayre for his 25th
SAR membership anniversary CASSAR EAGLE CHAPTER

Meeting Agenda of the October 6th Eagle SAR Chapter Meeting
Denny’s Restaurant Fallbrook, California
Call to Order – President John Huguel
Introduction to all present.
-

Invocation of Prayer to the Lord our God.
Pledge of Allegience to the United States of American
SAR Pledge: We descendants of the Heroes othe American Revolution
Breakfast to be
Introduction to Guests and Patriots Ancestors … (e.g. Joseph DeForest and four sons)
Approval of Previous Meeting ( September 8th)
Agenda:
Officers Report
Shared news frm DAR, Support and activities of CAR
Veteran’s Cards Cards and recognition ( signing cards)res
Derek Brown New CASSAR President ( presenting)
Primus inter pares : Festivities and Celebration
Venues ( ): Jerry’s Sayre’s 25th anniversary- WOW!

-

President John Huguel congratulating Past President Jerry Sayre on his
25th Anniversary

Approximatel 30 Members attended October meeting, below are names from
Cards for signatures

-

*
The celebration included aan American Flag decorated cake with “Congratulations
Jerry Sayre, 25 Years SAR “ The cake was beautiful, large and tasty.
-

Again Congratulations Jerry!!

Jerry Sayre, right, Fallbrook
resident is honored for 25 years membership in the National Society of the
Sons of the American Revolution by John Huegel,
left, current President of the local SAR Eagle Chapter,
in DENNY’S downtown Fallbrook, Saturday October 6.
Jerry is the current Commander of the color-guard and a previous
President of the Eagle Chapter, representing northern San Diego
and southern Riverside Counties.

-

Final Congratulations to Jerry Sayre was made with presentation of 25th Year
SAR Certificate . Again Congrtulations Jerry!
MESSAGE from Our Chapter President John Huegel - Regarding Veterans and Xmas Cards
Dear friends and compatriots,
The signed Veterans Day cards prepared and organized by Ed and Julia Morris will be delivered
November 1st to senior Veterans in assisted living facilities and mailed to local VFW and
American Legion chapters.
Our stalwart friends, Ed and Julia are asking all members to bring any extra Christmas cards
they may have to our Nov 3 meeting. They then can have the cards ready for our signing to give
to other Veterans who did not get cards in November.
I hope you’ll take this to heart and do what you can. Many sincere thanks to Ed and Julia
-

and all those who can assist them.
Best regards,
John Huegel,
President of Eagle SAR Chapter

Open House at Temecula Valley Genealogical Society (TVGS ) at City Hall,Temecula California

– Smiling Compatriots: Robert Anderson and Wayne Rogers at TVGS Open House. October 8th 2018
6:30-8:30 – Photo by our Carole Anderson. – not shown Compatriot Steve Wright
Set up with Lineage Societies, that included the Sons of the American Revolution (SAR)
Wayne had a two tables including the Brown Bess Musket.

American Heritage Library and Museum- Central Ave. Glendale, California

-

Wayne is on the Board of Directors and is a Genealogist for the Sons of the Revolution,

Of the State of California –
The General Society of Sons of the Revolution (Not to be confused with
Sons of the American Revolution )was originaer Dec 18,, 1875 and founded on Febru
at New York City, primarily by leading members of
The Society of the Cincinnati and the businessman John Austin Stevens.
He disagreed with Society of the Cincinnati
requirements limiting membership to the eldest male descendants based on the
rules of primogeniture. Stevens held a preliminary meeting on Dec, 18, 1875,
at the New-York Historical Society at New York.[9] At a second meeting held in
-

January 1876, the first constitution was adopted and a flier which invited members
was published.
The Society of the American Revolution was originated on July 4th 1876, In 1876,
there were many celebrations to commemorate the centennial of the signing of the
Declaration of Independence on July 4, 1776. As part of this patriotic fervor,
a group of men in the San Francisco, California, area who were descendants of
patriots involved in the American Revolution, formed an organization
called the Sons of Revolutionary Sires. Their objective was to have a fraternal
and civic society to salute those men and women who pledged their lives, fortunes,
and sacred honor to the battle for independence from Great Britain.
The Sons of Revolutionary Sires desired to keep alive their ancestors’
story of patriotism and courage in the belief that it is a universal one of man’s struggle
when they would have to defend and extend our freedoms.

Sons of the Revolution

After a few years of little activity, an elaborate "turtle feast" was held on December
4, 1883, in the Long Room of historic Fraunces Tavern. The banquet was to
Commemorate the centennial of General George Washington's farewell there to his o
The 1883 dinner helped recruit 40 new members, and the group was reorganized
as the Sons of the Revolution in the State of New York Inc. In the early years
after the reorganization, Society of the Cincinnati President-General Hamilton Fish
-

gave much support and encouragement to the New York Society. In his obituary,
he described Sons members as, "Younger brothers of the Cincinnati".
Formation of Sons of the Revolution state societies[
Besides residents of New York City, many gentlemen from nearby states with business
or other ties in New York City had, from the beginning, been either members or
prospective members of the Society. The possibility that some of them might eventually
form societies in their own states had been recognized in the Society Constitution.
The growth in the number of members by 1888 made this a more promising likelihood.]
The first of the new State Societies, the Pennsylvania Society of Sons of the Revolution
was organized on April 3, 1888. This was accomplished chiefly through the efforts of
John W. Jordan, later librarian of the Historical Society of Pennsylvania and
Josiah Granville Leach.
The creation of a new State Society in Pennsylvania started a debate over the Society
Constitution. Of primary concern was who would charter or create new State Societies.
The Pennsylvania Society was created by members; independent of the New York
Society. On March 11, 1889, The Sons of the Revolution in the District of Columbia
was chartered by the New York Society. This debate was resolved by the creation of
the General Society and a new Constitution on April 18, 1890. The General Society
charters new societies but, "The State Societies shall regulate all matters respecting

their own affairs".
Formationof the Society of the American Revolution
Out of the Sons of Revolutionary Sires grew the National Society of the Sons of the
American Revolution, which was organized on April 30, 1889, the one hundredth
-

anniversary of the inauguration of George Washington as our nation’s first president.
The SAR have used the acronym SAR to identify themselves for over one hundred years. T
descendants of the patriots who wintered at Valley Forge,
signed the Declaration of Independence, fought in the battles of the American Revolution,
served in the Continental Congress, or otherwise supported the cause of American Indepen
General society of the Sons of he Revolution formation[
The Sons of the Revolution plaque in Washington DC.
Recognizing that members from states other than New York might form state
societies in their states, the group's officers amended its constitution in 1884 to
provide that state societies may organize as "auxiliary branches." Consequently,
the Pennsylvania society was formed in 1888, and the District of Columbia society
was formed in 1889.
The General Society constitution was proposed on February 12, 1890, in Philadelphia
and adopted on March 8, 1890, in New York. Members of the three state societies
held a meeting on April 19, 1890, in Washington to inaugurate the General Society.
In the next few years, several more state societies were formed and the

General Society developed a more national character. The General Society of Sons of the R
in the District of Columbia was chartered by the New York Society. The General Society
charters new societies but, "The State Societies shall regulate all matters respecting
their own affairs". Society of the Sons of the Revolution is a Confederation
Founding of the Society of the sons of the Revolution in the state of California

-

The Society of the Sons of the Revolution in the
State of California was founded on May 15, 1893 in Los Angeles, California.
Today, it is one of the largest State Societies of the sons of the Revolution,
in the Nation.

California has a library;

while New York Society has Faunces Tavern.

-

Membership is open to qualified male descendants of an individual who,
as a military, naval or marine officer, sailor or marine, saw active service in that capacity
under the authority of any of the thirteen (13) Colonies or States, or of the Continental
Congress, and remained always loyal to such authority, or to a male descendant of an
individual who signed the Declaration of Independence, or of an individual who,
as a member of the Continental Congress or of the Congress of any of the thirteen (13)
Colonies or States, or as an Official appointed by or under the authority of any such
legislative bodies, actually assisted in the establishment of American Independence
by services rendered during the War of the Revolution, becoming thereby liable to
conviction or treason against the Government of Great Britain, but remained always l
oyal to the authority of the Colonies or States. To qualify for membership,
such service must have been performed between April 19, 1775 and April 19, 1783.
The Sons of the American Revolution is National (federal) Organization.
The National Society Sons of the American Revolution (NASAR)was chartered
by an Act of the United States Congress on June 9, 1906.
The charter was signed by President Theodore Roosevelt,
who was also a member of the Empire State Society, SAR. of
The charter authorizes the granting of charters to societies of the various states
and territories and authorizes the state-level societies to charter chapters within their
borders. A Federal Legislation then established a federal charter for the National Society,
SAR.
The Headquarters of the NSSAR is in Louisville, Kentucky
The Headquarters of the General Society of the Sons of the Revolution is in
Williamburg, Virginia.
To Save Statues, Images, Roads, Towns, Schools of Men and Women of the American

Revolution- IS IMPORTANT: To save American Revolution history and Statues of American Patriot H
-

The Society of Cincinnati, the oldest American Veterans and Patriot organization,
has implemented the American Revolution institute, which is open to both men and women,
to all Americans to save American Revolutionary History against those who would want to
take down and destroy statues, names of roads, schools, towns, images on American bills, etc.
of American Patriots from the Revolutionary War.
To become an Associate, write or phone the following:
The American Revolution Institute, of the Society of the Cincinnati
2118 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington DC

202-785-7040
The AMERICAN REVOLUTION INSTITUTE: Take a publc stand against efforts to dismantle memori
The Florentine writer Machiavelli has a bad reputation. His name is tied to cunning and
unscrupulous conduct we call Machivellian “ He deserves better. He was actually a
sophisticated political philosopher much admired by the leaders of the American Revolution`
-not for “ Machiavellian “ strategies, It ought to be remembered “Machiavelli “ that there is
nothing more difficult to take in hand, more perilous to conduct , or more uncertain in its
success than to take the lead in the introduction of a new order of things. Because innovator
has for enemies all those who have done well under the old conditions, and lukewarm
defenders in those who may do well under the new. The coolness arises partly from fear
of the opponental …and partly from the incredibility of men, who donot readily believe
in new things until they have had a long experience of them”
Although there are hundreds of historical organizations and many associated
with the American Revooluion in some way, our Instititue is the only one committed to a
very specific goal to ensure that Americans understand and appreciate the constructive
accomplishments of the Revolution. It isn’t easy. Although millions sympathize with our goal,
transforming education about the Revolution in the kind of “ new order of things” that
Machiavelli warned us is the difficulty most people have in believing in something new.
Wayne Rogers

-

Quilt of Valor: It has been a great honor to have hand-made quilts presented
to our veterans (Frank Kebelman, Bruce Plummer)! The latest has been prsented to
Wayne Rogers finally at the Riverside Chapter, who, instead dedicates it to his name sake
Wayne J Rogers. Let me not forget those who sacrificed for my liberty and freedom.

Per Riverside SAR Chapter Secretary Fred Schulster, -Uni Fosdyke and Diane
Stephens presented and reported - Wayne Rogers with a Quilt of Honor.
• While I, Wayne Rogers, served in the Army between 1965 and 1970
during the Vietnam War, I never went to Vietnam and also previously
after being in the Peace Corps, so I, Wayne J. Rogers dedicate this Quilt of
Valor and Honor to a ‘very special’ Corporal and Squad Leader of a fire
team, Wayne J. Rogers, my namesake during the Vietnam War, who was
killed in Vietnam 50 years ago (Nov 27, 1968).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
-

Wall Name:WAYNE J ROGERS, the
husband of Helen M. Hernandez whom he married February 16, 1968
Date of Birth:12/31/1944
Date of Casualty:11/27/1968, 23 years of age.
Home of Record:HANFORD
County of Record:KINGS COUNTY
State:CA
Branch of Service:ARMY

Rank:CPL
• Panel/Line:38W, 78
• Casualty Province:TAY NINH
Later In the 1990s I, Wayne with several Professional friends got lost on
the Esplande in Washington DC near the Lincoln Memorial , and we found
ourselves at near night time at the Vietnam Wall. One friend called out- “Wayne
your name is on the Wall” I laughed nervously, because I could not correlate to
it. The next day on an airplane to Raleigh, NC, I read a newspaper article
indicating some computer mistakes had been made on the Vietnam Wall. This
disturbed me and I was anxious to learn and know more. So, three months later
when I. returned to Wwashington, DC, to work on some International
Standards, I went over to the Vietnam Wall and read his name. Wayne J. Rogers,
from a book on the high lawn, about those whose names were on the Wall.
While reading it, from a time ( nevermore left behind me), I remembered him. I
remembered him as one whom I had long time ago performed part of one his
many physical(s), prior to his death. At the time of the physical we laughed that
we had and shared the exact same name, to the very middle initial, Wayne J
Rogers. He too was also from California, with the same middle initial; only his
middle name is Jonathan, while mine is Jerome.
•

50 Years now come and other years fade away, but I now remember him,
and I do not forget History anymore of what was so painful to close a door back
then. His Valor is not forgotten. After Vietnam he was buried in the Calvery
Cemetery, Hanford, California. Again, this Quilt of Valor , I RECEIVED, is in his
honor and is remembrance of him, not me!
God bless him and keep him,
Lord let your face shine upon him
and be gracious unto him.
Lord lift up your contenance upon him
and give him ( and I) peace.
May the Good Lord bless him and keep him until we meet again.
“The further back you look into the past, the farther forward you may see
into the future” (Winston Churchill, the master prophet)
-

According to Steve Jobs. you cannot connect the dots in the future before
you, without looking back in history at the dots behind you, to interconnect.
The greatest historian should be a great moralist. Able to paint for the life
of plain people the ordinary men and women of the times of which he writesTheodore Roosevelt= Past masters
Histories are not ours. They belong partly to those who created them and
partly to the generations of people who follow.
Without history and past informative data, there may be gaps
History show where mysteries still exist, accumulation and finalize
There are no doubt that past and present events do shape those of the future
A History is apt to provide for incremental, small to large alternatives to existing
traditional and standard processes

“What is new and significant must always relate to old roots, the truly vital
roots that are chosen with great care from the ones that merely survive
Through history, something old and unapplied in one period or scenario
can become new again in another.
Eagle Chapter Dues:

SAR PLEDGE: WE THE DESCENDANTS OF THE HEROES OF THE
AMERICAN REVOLUTION, WHO, BY THEIR SACRIFICES, ESTABLISHED THE UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA, REAFFIRM OUR FAITH IN THE PRINCIPLES OF LIBERTY AND OUR
CONSTITUTIONAL REPUBLIC, AND SOLEMNLY PLEDGE OURSELFS TO DEFEND THEM
AGAINST EVERY FOE
-

ANNUAL DUES 2019 – The following amount should be paid
Before November 1, 2018:
Primary Member –
Member of the Eagle Chapter
National Dues

$35

State Dues

$20

Chapter Dues

$25

Total

$80

Dual Member – Member of another Chapter primarily, but
Secondarily to the Eagle Chapter
Chapter Dues
Associate Member Dues

$25
$25

Life Membership – go to californiasar.org
Name ____________________________________________________
Email Address _____________________________________________
Any changes to your mailing address or telephone number? _______
___________________________________________________________
Check, payable to SAR Eagle Chapter for total of National, State and Chapter
dues, should be sent to Chapter Treasurer:
Robert Martin
26031 Alice Lane
Hemet, CA 92544
-

The Constitution of the United States
CASSAR EAGLE CHAPTER
Again, some Thoughts, for September-October
Saturday,
Presented by Wayne Rogers
The purposes of the Sons of the American Revolution
memories of Revolutionary Patriots
fellowship of descendants
reverence for the principles of government founded by our fore founders
historical research of the American revolution
preserving the records of the Revolutionary War Patriots
marking locations of the Revolution
marking tombstones of patriots
celebrating Anniversaries of the Revolution (e.g. 4th of the July)
fostering Patriotism Maintaining and extending the institutions of the American
Freedom
carrying out the purposes of the Preamble of the Constitution
following the injunctions of Washington’s farewell address to the American
People
Verify – Obtain a knowledge of History, before it is too Late to Save!
by Wayne Jerome Rogers

-

Factual History is disappearing, as books, cultures, demographics, education,
generations, memories, religions, traditions and purposes, times and education
are changing.
Why should we honor or sustain George Washington?
Many statutes of George Washington exist around the country, including one in
front of the Anderson House the headquarters of the Society of the Cincinnati
(1783), the oldest lineage and veteran’s organization in United states of America.
George Washington was the Society’s first President and the Country’s

But today there is a movement to demolish statutes, memories, and histories of
slave owners throughout the country. Money with President’s image (e.g.
Andrew Jackson) who was slave owner is to be eliminated. Similarly, in the future
Washington may be removed and eliminated from the dollar bill. So, it is only a
matter of time before statutes and memories of George Washington could be
removed and torn down from history.
We currently live in a world of ease, freedom and protest, but when George
Washington was born into his world, it was ruled by Kings, rulers, authorities
where it was difficult to live, to be free, or protest. Servitude (including
indentured servants) and slaves and were common, particularly in the south. The
-

right to practice free speech or action in public life was limited to men only of
property. People were servants, not citizens, but subject to Kings, Rulers, and a
non-representative government. No one had the right to talk or worship freely;
they we were increasingly subordinate to higher authorities, rulers and Kings.
Worse than that, women had no rights, but were subordinate to men of power,
and their talents were silenced and stifled, and they had not civil rights. While
we live a world of freedom, George Washington times were filled with grotesque
human in-justices, the opposite of our current minds.
George Washington was born and raised into privilege and wealth compared to
most Americans of that time. By 43 years of age he had secured further wealth
and fortune and influence. But he risked everything to sign the Declaration of
Independence and to command an army to obtain and secure liberty and
independence for the United States. While he was educated, his army was of
ordinary men, farmers, fishermen and tradesmen, both young and old from the
time from all over the 13 colonies. He commanded and led this army through
trials and tribulations that few people of today could have endured,
George Washington was not perfect, but he helped with many of his officers to
create a framework, the Constitution to make this nation more perfect. At the
end of his life he freed his slaves as an example to others When that which is
perfect comes then that which is imperfect shall be done away with.
The American Revolution Institute is charged with carrying out a historic mission
of preserving the legacy of George Washington and his officers and their troops
who were victorious in the glorious movement of the revolutionary war. Now you
can join them to continue and support their cause as a founding associates of the
American Revolution Institute, of the Society of the Cincinnati. George
Washington and his officers created the Society of the Cincinnati, to carry out and
continue their victories and work to have a free and independent nation and to
remember their legacies perpetually their descendants. Now All men and women
who value their legacy of the American Revolution, are invited to join as founding
associates of the American Revolution Institute of the Society of the Cincinnati.

-

You will be joining the work of an organization as old as our republic founded by
George Washington and his officers and their troops of the Revolution themselves.

To Save Statues of Men and Women of the American Revolution
To save American Revolution history and Statues of American Patriot History, The
Society of Cincinnati, the oldest American Veterans and Patriot organization, has
implemented the American Revolution institute, which is open to both men and
women, to all Americans to save American Revolutionary History against those
who would want to take down and destroy statues, names of roads, schools,
towns, images on American bills, etc. of American Patriots from the Revolutionary
War.
To become an Associate, write or phone the following:
The American Revolution Institute, of the Society of the Cincinnati
2118 Massachusetts Avenue NW
Washington DC
202-785-7040

--

-

The Earliest American Bald Eagle is from the Society of the Cincinnati by Pierre
L’Enfant. He noted, in making his suggestion: "The Bald Eagle, which is

peculiar to this continent, and is distinguished from those of other climes by
its white head and tail, appears to me to deserve attention." The Eagle has
the longest life span of its species. It can live up to 7 years. But to reach this
age it must make a hard decision, in its 40s. Its long and flexible talons can
no longer grab prey which serves as food. Its long and sharp beak becomes
bent. Its old aged and heavy feathers due to their thick features become stuck
to the chest and make it difficult to fly. Thus, the Eagle has only two options
die or go through a paninful process of change which lasts over 150 days.
The process requires the eagle to fly to a mountain top sit on its nest. There,
the Eagle knocks its beak against a rock until it plucks it out. After plucking
it out the beat will wait for a new beak to grow back and then it will pluck
out its talons. When the talons grown back the eagle will start plucking out
old aged feathers. And after five months the eagle takes the famous flight of
re-birth and will fly for another 30 more years. Amazing.

Revised Eagle Chapter Calendar of Activities and Events and
Happenings both Present and Past by VP Programs Wayne Rogers. The
following list of events and activates is provided to assist Eagle
Chapter compatriots and their family members in the planning of
personal calendars for hereditary patriotic events. If you have an
activity you would like to add to this list, please me at rogerwayne1@hotmail.com
MONTH

DATE/DAY/Time

January. 2018

1 st Saturday

January 20th

3rd Saturday

January

-

E

ACTIVITY or Events

Installation of Officers and Videos of Parades.
Presentation of Silver Good Citizenship Medal to
Chuck Atkinson by CASSAR Pres. James Fosdyck.
Presentation of 4 Eagle Scouts in Escondido

January
February 3, 2018

1st Saturday

February 18, 2018

3rd Sunday

February 19th

3rd Monday

Presentation of Quilt of Valor in Carlsbad, Calif.
by CASSAR Pres. James Fosdyck and wife
Presentation by Helen Murphy on Hewick Planation.
Massing of the Colors: Burbank Ca. Forest Lawn,
gather before 2 pm, paraded be gins at 3 PM

President’s Day at the American Heritage
Library and Museum- with Wayne Rogers presenting.
March 3rd, 2018

1st Saturday

John and Gerald Huegel father and son, both presented and
deal with contemporary revolutionary firearms
March 19

Monday, 6 PM

March 23th

Friday 7 PM

2 Eagle Scout presentations, father and son In Perris LDS Chape

2 Eagle Scouts presentations in Perris LDS Chapel

-

March 24, 2018

Saturday, 6 PM

5 Eagle Scout presentations in a Menifee Lakes LDS Chapel.
April 7, 2018

st

1 Saturday

April 19, 2018- April 21,
2018
April 20, 2018

Thursday - Saturday

May 4, 2018

Thursday
Need to contact earlier)

-

Friday
(need to contact
earlier)

Bruce Plummer, Registrar with a Presentation on his
travels and genealogical investigations
143rd Annual Spring Meeting of the CASSAR Membership,
Concord Hilton Hotel, Concord, CA
JROTC. Vista HS, 1 Panther Way, football stadium
Wayne Rogers

El Camilo HS, 1700Truax theater

May 3rd, 2018

Thursday
Need to be contacted

May 5th 2018

1st Saturday

Oceanside HS 1700 Truax Theater

CASSAR VP presenting Award for the greatest number of New
Members by Small Chapter, while Wayne was Registrar.
A guest speaker, Sandy Jenkins performing “Storytelling
May 5

1st Saturday

*Wayne Rogers presenting
at Palm Springs Genealogical Society
May 28th, 2018

Memorial Day

*Wayne Rogers of Eagle SAR chapter emceed at the
Riverside National Cemetery on Memorial DAY
May 12th

-

2nd Saturday

Eagle Scout Presentation in Menifee by Wayne Rogers

June 2nd, 2018

1st Saturday

Presentation
Of Flag Certificatiofor flying the American
to Pala Mesa Resort Management by President John Huegel

July 4th

Temecula 4th of July Parade

Jerry Sayre at nd Wayne Rogers @ July ,his son and daughter
August
August 25th

Program – David Ott will speak on the Boston Tea Party

September 8st

In place of Labor Day

September 18

Riverside SAR –Quilt of
Valor

-

Wayne Rogers presenting at Menifee Family Discovery Day
Wayne Rogers presented on Privateers in the Revolutionary
War

September

Constitution Week

September

Presentation of Quilt
Of Valor and Honor

October 6th

SAR Eagle Chapter Mtg

October 8th

TVGS Open House

November 3rd

1st Saturday

November

During the MOnth

25th anniversary to Jerry Sayer
Wayne Rogers and Robert Anderson

Meeting:

November – Randy Greer – “Marines of the American Revoluti

December 15th, 2018

Flag Presentation Certificate to Mike Sanford, Temecula Ca
by Wayne Rogers
Wayne Rogers will report on Artillery during the
Revolutionary War
Wreaths Across American -Riverside National Cemetery *

Coming in 2019
July 5, 2019

The 2019 Nationsl Congress at Orange County Hilton,
Costa Mesa California

December 2nd

* National Color Guard Event

Revised Schedule by VP Programs Wayne Rogers
.
Eagle Chapter Officers and Board Members-2018
President
John Huegel
Vice President – Programs
Wayne Rogers
Vice President – Membership

-

Ed Morris
Vice President – Americanism
David Ott
Secretary
Bill Bishop
Treasurer
Robert Martin
Registrar
Bruce Plummer, bruceplummer@cox.net
Chaplain/Historian
Wayne Rogers
Color Guard Commander
Jerry Sayre
Boy Scouts of America / JROTC
Wayne Rogers
Newsletters Editor
Wayne Rogers

Our next meeting will be held again at the Pala Mesa Resort, at 9 AM In
November – Randy Greer – will prsent “Marines of the American Revolution;”
We look forward to meeting and hearing from him.
Cordially,
Wayne J. Rogers

-

